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Abstract

The development of a multidimensional approach involving high-performance liquid chromatography (LC), ion mobility
spectrometry (IMS) and tandem mass spectrometry is described for the analysis of complex peptide mixtures. In this
approach, peptides are separated based on differences in their LC retention times and mobilities (as ions drift through He)
prior to being introduced into a quadrupole/octopole/ time-of-flight mass spectrometer. The initial LC separation and IMS
dispersion of ions is used to label ions for subsequent fragmentation studies that are carried out for mixtures of ions. The
approach is demonstrated by examining a mixture of peptides generated from tryptic digestion of 18 commercially available
proteins. Current limitations of this initial study and potential advantages of the experimental approach are discussed.
   2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1 . Introduction of proteins that are encountered in the emerging field
of proteomics [8]. Our group has become interested

The recent development of gentle sources for mass in hyphenated techniques that involve multiple sepa-
spectrometry (MS) has revolutionized the analysis of ration dimensions combined with MS. In particular,
proteins [1,2]. It is now routine to determine accurate we have coupled a gas-phase separation, ion mobility
molecular masses of proteins [3,4], and methods for spectrometry (IMS) [9–11], with time-of-flight
obtaining information about sequence [5], sites of (TOF) MS for the analysis of complex protein [12]
post-translational modification [6], and patterns of and peptide mixtures [12–16] (as well as mixtures of
regulation [7] are proliferating. A number of strate- other molecules [17,18]). The approach has a num-
gies have been used to address the complex mixtures ber of attractive features. For example, because the

mobility separation occurs after the ionization step, it
is often possible to delineate chemical noise from
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus. The main features of this instrument include a HPLC system coupled to an
atmospheric pressure ESI source. Ions that enter the instrument are accumulated in an ion trap and then injected into the drift tube. Ions exit
the drift tube and are focused into a tandem mass spectrometer (a Q-TOF geometry instrument). See text and Ref. [22] for details.

out fragmentation studies for mixtures of ions in a current limitations of this initial study as well as
parallel fashion in which fragments are effectively some potential advantages of the overall strategy is
‘‘labeled’’ according to the drift time of the corre- given.
sponding parents [20–22]. Finally, the approach is
rapid, making it suitable for high-throughput analy-
ses. The ms timescale associated with the IMS-TOF 2 . Experimental
measurement allows the two-dimensional analysis to
be coupled with additional dimensions of condensed- 2 .1. General overview of the HPLC–IMS-TOF
phase separation approaches, such as reversed-phaseapproach
high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)

2[23–25] . Detailed discussions of ion mobility techniques
In this paper initial attempts to couple the parallel have been given previously [26]. Only a brief

mobility-based fragmentation technique with an ad- description is given here. Fig. 1 shows a schematic
ditional LC separation are described. The value of diagram of the laboratory-built ion trap and injected-
this work is in the fact that it is important step for the ion drift tube instrument coupled to a Waters 600
possible use of this technique in the real proteomics series HPLC system. A detailed description of the
application. We demonstrate this approach by ex- capabilities associated with the injected-ion drift tube
amining a mixture of peptides that arises from tryptic instrument has been presented elsewhere [22] and
digestion of 18 commercially available proteins. only a brief description is given here. Peptides from
Although the methods and instrumentation are still the HPLC system are ionized by continuously
under development, the ability to generate fragments electrospraying effluents directly into the source of
from complex mixtures (without initial mass selec- the IMS-Q-TOF instrument. The continuous beam of
tion) is clearly demonstrated. A brief discussion of ions that enters the instrument is accumulated in an

ion trap (Model C-1251; R.M. Jordan, Grass Valley,
CA, USA) and ion packets are periodically injected

2 into the drift tube (This ion accumulation approach isRecently, Hill and co-workers have developed a related
described in detail in Ref. [27]). The drift tube isapproach that couples LC and IMS with quadrupole MS detection.

See Ref. [25]. operated at pressures of|2 to 3 Torr of 300 K
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helium buffer gas (1 Torr5133.322 Pa). Ions drift in the timescales of various measurements. Large
through the gas under the influence of a weak differences in ion transit times through the drift tube

21electric field (typically 5 to 12 V cm ) that is (|1 to 6 ms) and the evacuated flight tube of the
created by a series of 40 equally-spaced BeCu mass spectrometer (|10 to 35ms), allow flight time
electrodes inside the tube, and separate according to distributions to be recorded within individual drift
differences in their mobilities through the gas. For a time windows. We refer to this as a nested drift
given charge state, compact ions have higher mo- (flight) time measurement; the positions of indi-
bilities than elongated ions [26,28]. Under these vidual peaks are delineated ast (t ) and unlessD F

conditions, the resolving power of the drift tube otherwise noted, are given in units of ms(ms). In
[t /Dt , wheret is the measured drift time andDt some cases, we convert values oft to m /z andD D D D F

corresponds to the full width at half maximum present the positions of peaks in units of ms(Da).
(FWHM) of the peak] is |20 for most singly- The ms timescale associated with nestedt (t )D F

charged ions and can be.40 for multiply charged measurements is short, allowing this approach to be
ions [22]. coupled with slower LC separations. To define the

Ions exit the drift tube through a differentially position of a peak in three dimensions, we provide
pumped orifice-skimmer cone region that has been the retention time followed by the drift(flight) time
described previously [21]. The skimmer cone is notation,t [t (t )]. Unless otherwise stated, theR D F

designed to focus mobility-separated ions (radially retention time (t ) is reported in minutes and is takenR

diffuse clouds by the end of the drift tube) through a as the average time recorded for given retention time
small aperture at the back of the drift tube [21] and windows. In the data presented below, the LC
can also be used to generate fragment ions (a feature separation is acquired by recordingt (t ) datasets forD F

that is not employed in the present study). Upon 30 s increments. A dead time of|4 s between each
exiting the skimmer-cone region, ions are focused t (t ) frame arises while datasets are saved.D F

into a quadrupole mass filter that can be used to
select a specificm /z ion, or set to transmit all ions. 2 .2. Sample preparation
Here, we operate the quadrupole in the transmission
mode. The following proteins were obtained from Sigma

Ions are collisionally activated (and dissociated) (purities of$90%, unless otherwise noted) and used
by accelerating them through a 20 to 40 V potential without further purification: albumin (bovine, dog,
before injection into an octopole collision cell. The pig, and sheep); aldolase (rabbit muscle);b-casein
collision cell is filled with|0.18 to 0.20 mTorr of Ar (bovine);b-lactoglobulin (bovine); carbonic anhy-
gas. The target gas pressure is kept low so that there drase (bovine); cytochromec (horse); enolase (yeast,
are no significant time delays associated with trans- |70%), hemoglobin (human, pig and rabbit); glucose
mission of ions through this region [29]. Upon oxidase (Aspergillus niger, |80%); insulin (bovine);
exiting the collision cell, ions are focused into the lysozyme (chicken egg white); myoglobin (horse);
source region of an orthogonal geometry TOF mass and ubiquitin (bovine). Mixtures of tryptic digest
spectrometer. Typical resolving powers of the mass peptides are prepared by combining 1.0 ml of|20

21spectrometer (defined here ast /2Dt , where t is mg ml solution of each protein in 0.2M am-F F F

the measured flight time andDt is taken as FWHM monium hydrogencarbonate (EM Science, Gibbs-F
21of the peak) range from|800 to 1500. The instru- town, NJ, USA) with 150ml of 2.0 mg ml trypsin

ment can be operated in a number of modes to obtain (bovine pancrease, TPCK treated; Sigma, St. Louis,
ion mobility distributions, time-of-flight mass spec- MO, USA) solution in 0.2M ammonium hydro-
tra, collision induced dissociation patterns, or combi- gencarbonate and incubating for 20 h at 378C. The
nations of these. The electronics and data acquisition trypsin is filtered from the digest using a mi-
systems were designed and constructed in the labora- croconcentrator (microcon 10; Amicon, Bedford,
tory and have been described previously [30]. MA, USA) and the peptides that remain are lyophil-

An important consideration in the present multi- ized.
dimensional strategies is associated with differences Prior to recordingt [t (t )] datasets for the com-R D F
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plete mixture,t (t ) data were acquired for tryptic 3 .2. Analysis of several peaks from parent andD F

peptide mixtures of each protein. Over them /z range fragmentation t [ t (t )] datasetsR D F

of our study (100 to 1500) it is possible to assign
470 peptides to expected tryptic fragments (including Fig. 2 shows a two-dimensionalt [t ] contourR D

some missed cleavages). This value is near a value of plot of the intensity of peaks across the LC and IMS
512 tryptic digest peptide sequences that we calcu- dimensions in thet [t (t )] dataset. These dataR D F

late should be present over this mass range (assum- correspond to a parent ion spectrum (data recorded
ing complete digestion). without a collision gas). Ion intensities are obtained

by summing signal across all flight time bins. The
2 .3. HPLC separation complete dataset is made up of 223 differentt (t )D F

distributions; over the range of elution times that are
Reversed-phase HPLC separation of the peptide shown (10 to 140 min) ion drift times range from

mixtures is performed using a Waters 600 series |1.5 to 5.5 ms. A preliminary analysis of these data
HPLC system and a C column (Xterra MS C , 3.5 indicates that more than 400 peaks are at least18 18

mm, 4.63150 mm; Waters, Milford, MA, USA). A partially resolved across these two dimensions. We
solvent mixture of water (0.1% formic acid)–ace- note that the source conditions that we have used

21tonitrile (0.1% formic acid, ACN) is used as the favor [M12H] and higher charge states (primarily
chromatographic mobile phase with the following having drift times from|2.0 to 3.5 ms); under other
gradient sequence: 0 to 120 min (10 to 45%, ACN), conditions we observe many more peaks associated

1120 to 125 min (45 to 100%, ACN), 125 to 130 min with [M1H] ions which have longer drift times
(100%, ACN). The chromatogram is recorded using (|2.5 to 7.0 ms under the conditions employed over
a detector wavelength of 214 nm, a mobile phase a mass range of|300 to 1500 Da).

21flow-rate of 0.25 ml min , and a column tempera- Additional information that can help assign fea-
ture of 358C. HPLC effluents are split at a ratio of tures to specific peptides comes from considering the
1:200 to give the appropriate flow-rate for electro- data in the TOF dimension. An example of a typical

21spray. A total concentration of 18 mg ml of the mass spectrum for one of the spots observed in the
mixture sample was injected into the LC system two-dimensionalt [t ] plot is shown in Fig. 3. ThisR D

through a 200-ml loop and 18mg of total mixture spectrum is obtained from the intensities associated
sample is supposed to be introduced into the IMS with the intersection att [t ]536[2.4] and is shownR D

instrument after the 1:200 split. as intensity as a function of thet dimension. SomeF

progress in assigning peaks in thet [t ] plot toR D

specific sequences is made by comparing experimen-
3 . Results and discussion tal m /z values (determined from measurements oft )F

n1to values that are calculated for [M1nH] (where
3 .1. Overview n51 to 3) forms of peptides that are expected to be

present. Because we have prepared the mixture from
In the discussion that follows, we present an commercially available proteins and have measured

overview of results obtained for more than 220 m /z values and mobilities for individual protein
different t (t ) datasets that are acquired for each LC digests, it is relatively straightforward to assignD F

separation. The data that are shown come from two many peaks that are observed in thet [t ] plot (Fig.R D

types of experiments. The first experiment involves a 2) to peptides that are expected to be present in the
3two-dimensional separation (LC–IMS) followed by mixture . For the example parent ion mass spectrum

TOF-MS analysis. We refer to this as a parent ion shown in Fig. 3, we observe a large peak atm /z
analysis. The second experiment is identical to the 384.3 and a smaller peak atm /z 378.4. Although a
first except that a collision gas is added to the
octopole collision cell in order to generate fragment
ions, and ion focusing elements are adjusted to 3Tryptic digest peptide lists were made using the web database
collect fragments. We refer to this as a fragment ion (http: / /www.expasy.org) with a possible number of two missed
analysis. cleavages.

http://www.expasy.org
http://www.expasy.org
http://www.expasy.org
http://www.expasy.org
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Fig. 2. Two dimensional contour plot of the parent ion retention[drift] time (t [t ]) distribution. Ion intensities are shown on a false colorR D

scale where red indicates the most intense features. Ion intensities are obtained by integrating ion counts across all flight times at each drift
time in 223 nestedt (t ) datasets. See text for details. Some peaks are encircled in yellow. These are randomly chosen areas of the spectrumD F

that are discussed in the text. Parent ion and fragment ion mass spectra for the feature att [t ]536[2.4] are shown in Fig. 3. The total ionR D

drift time distribution is shown on the left. This distribution is obtained by integrating the ion counts for all retention times at each drift time
in the two-dimensionalt [t ] dataset. The ion chromatogram on the bottom is obtained by integrating the ion counts for all drift times atR D

each retention time in thet [t ] dataset.R D

TOF resolving power ofm /Dm.1000 has been three sequences are in reasonable agreement with
determined from some of the peaks in this dataset, them /z 384.3 experimental value:

31isotopic structure for the peak atm /z 384.3 is not [VVAGVANALAHK13H] from hemoglobin
resolved; this indicates that the spacing between (human, pig and rat), havingm /z 383.90 for thecalc

31these features is below the 0.5 spacing for [M1 monoisotopic ion; [DGNKSEWMGK13H] from
212H] ions. This peak (and also the smaller peak at enolase, havingm /z 384.51; and,calc

31378.4) must correspond ton53 (or higher) charge [ALKALPMHIR13H] from b-lactoglobulin, hav-
state ions. From our list of calculatedm /z values for ingm /z 383.93. While we have made progress incalc

peptides that are expected to be present, we find that assigning this peak based on the parent ionm /z
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Prospector code) [31], the most plausible assignment
31of the 384.3 ion is as [VVAGVANALAHK13H] .

Especially important in this assignment is the ob-
servation of several b and y series fragments. We
also note that the relative intensity of the peak at
378.4 increases in the fragment ion scan. We tenta-

31tively assign this peak to the [M-H O13H] .2

Apparently a small amount of collisional activation
occurs after the mobility separation even when no
gas is added to the octopole collision cell (in the
parent ion spectrum). It is possible that this occurs in
the orifice skimmer-cone region of the drift tube
(even at low extraction potentials).

Several additional examples, in which the frag-
ment ion spectrum is useful in confirming (or

Fig. 3. Parent (bottom) and fragment (top) ion mass spectra for a defining) a sequence are provided in Table 1. Three
single peptide ion witht [t ]536[2.4]. The mass spectra areR D different parent ions att [t (m /z)]518[2.2 (380.2)],R D
obtained from a slice centered att 52.4 ms across thet (t )D D F 18[2.4 (391.0)], and 19[2.8 (651.0)] have nearly
dataset obtained att 536 min. See text for a discussion.R identical retention times but are resolved in the ion

mobility dimension. The fragment information re-
determination, this spectrum alone is not sufficient to corded in parallel allows assignments for each of
make an unambiguous assignment. these peaks to be made (Table 1). Information about

Seven additional examples of experimental other peaks across the two dimensional separation is
t [t (t )] values (and possible assignments) are listed also included in Table 1.R D F

in Table 1 for randomly chosen peaks across the
parent ion dataset. Thet [t ] positions are indicatedR D

in Fig. 2 by circles. In each of these cases, the 4 . Summary and conclusion
current accuracy of them /z measurement is in-
sufficient for an unambiguous assignment. In these An initial investigation of a multidimensional
cases, additional information obtained from fragment approach for analyzing large mixtures of peptides
ion data can often eliminate ambiguities. that couples LC and IMS separations with MS and

Fig. 3 also includes a plot of the TOF dimension MS–MS has been presented. The approach was
obtained at t [t ]536[2.4] in the fragment ion illustrated by examining a mixture of tryptic peptidesR D

spectrum recorded immediately after the parent ion obtained from digestion of 18 proteins. More than
dataset. Two experimental changes between these 400 peaks associated with peptide ions are resolved
scans were made: (1) the octopole collision cell was across the two-dimensionalt [t ] separation. Al-R D

filled with Ar; and, (2) other focusing elements were though not stressed in the present work, previous
optimized for generating and collecting fragment work has shown that the ion mobility measurement is
ions. Under these conditions, values oft and t for highly reproducible [9–11] and thus, can be used asR D

most ions are nearly identical to those recorded in an additional constraint for assigning peptide se-
the earlier parent ion experiment. However, the mass quence.
spectra are clearly different. The example shown in An important aspect of the current approach is the
Fig. 3 illustrates that a substantial fraction of them /z ability to utilize collision induced dissociation pat-
384.3 parent ions have dissociated. From a com- terns as a means of identifying large mixtures of
parison ofm /z values for fragment ions with frag- peptides. In the current approach, ions are dispersed
ment masses that are expected for the VVA- in a drift tube (rather than mass-selected in the
GVANALAHK, DGNKSEWMGK, and AL- quadrupole) prior to collisional activation. With this
KALPMHIR possible parent ions (using the Protein approach, the fragment ions that are formed are
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Table 1
Summary of several assigned parents and fragments

b cObserved parent Possible parent ion Assigned fragments
at [t (m /z)] m /z Sequence ProteinR D cal

2118[2.2 (380.2)] 380.23 IVTDLAK Albumin(p) y , y , a , TDLA-H20, TDLA-28, a , b , a , y6 5 4 3 2 2 1
21 1218[2.4 (391.0)] 390.75 VLPVPQK b-Caesin y -NH , b -NH , y , y , a , b , y , b , a6 3 6 3 5 4 4 3 5 2 2

21 21 21 21 21 2119[2.8 (651.0)] 650.87 ALQASALKAWGGK Aldolase b , y , b , a , a , y , b , y , y , y ,8 6 10 6 10 10 5 9 4 8
21a , y , a9 3 3

21651.33 LEQWAEEAVAR Glucose Ox.
21651.31 MTTSDGSQYLAK Carbonic Anh.
21650.82 TVMGDFGAFVEK Albumin(d)

21650.36 HPDYSVSLLLR Albumin(p)
31 21 21 2136[2.4 (384.3)] 383.90 VVAGVANALAHK Hemoglubin(h/p/ r) y , y , y , b -NH , y , y , y ,8 7 6 7 3 11 10 9

31[M-H O13H] , b , a2 2 2
31384.51 DGNKSEWMGK Enolase

31383.90 ALKALPMHIR b-Lactoglobulin
21 21 21 2156[3.0 (534.1)] 533.30 VLVLDTDYK b-Lactoglobulin y , y , y ,b , y , y -NH , y -H O7 6 5 5 8 8 3 9 2

21534.31 ESTLHLVLR Ubiquitin
31533.63 FLANVSTVLTSKYR Hemoglobin(p/ r)

31533.60 KTGQAPGFTYTDANK Cytochromec
21 2156[3.0 (627.4)] 626.86 FLASVSTVLTSK Hemoglobin(h) y ,y , a , 572.5,y , b , a , y -H O , VSTVL-286 5 6 5 5 5 10 2

21628.88 VLASSARQRLR Albumin(b/s)
21626.83 FPKADFAEISK Albumin(d)

31627.96 GVFAECCQAADKAACLGPK Albumin(d)
31627.71 GVTKAVSNVNSIIGPALIK Enolase

31 2182[3.3 (772.3)] 771.76 VYVEELKPTPEGDLEILLQK b-Lactoglobulin b -NH , YVEELKPTPE-NH , y , a , a ,12 3 3 19 9 7
21 21 21 21 21 21y , b , y -H O y , b , a , y14 14 14 2 6 13 11 11

21772.92 GACLLPKIDAMREK Albumin(s)
31772.69 YNGVFQECCQAEDKGACLLPK Albumin(b/s)

21104[3.99 (1026.9)] 1027.22 LLGNVLVCVLAHHFGKEFTPPV Hemoglobin(h) a , y , b , b -NH , a , NVLVCVLAHH-28,22 10 11 11 3 11
31 31QAAYQK y -NH , b , a , b , a , b , VLAHHF, a9 3 9 9 8 8 7 18

211027.58 IVAPGKGILAADESTGSIAKR Aldolase
211026.54 HGEYGFQNALIVRYTRK Albumin(s)
211026.50 LSELHCDKLHVDPENFR Hemoglobin(r)
211026.48 LSELHCDQLHVDPENFR Hemoglobin(p)

311026.07 QSPVNIVTAKTQLDPNLGR Carbonic anhydrase
1027.22 SILEPLGIDTVVDLPVGLNLQDQ Glucose oxidase

31TTATVR
a Parent ion experimental retention time, drift time, andm /z in units of min, ms, and Da, respectively.
b Tryptic peptide ion from a list of expected digest peptides (Ref [31].) with calculatedm /z within a 60.1% window of the observed

value. For the given data, the ion mobility distributions and isotropic mass distributions allow the exclusion of singly-charged peptide ions.
c Fragment assignments are given only for the most plausible peptide sequences determined by the comparison of fragment passes

between observed and estimated (Ref [32].). In cases where multiple fragment assignments are possible, only them /z is given. For the case
of t [t ]556[3.0], two parent ions are observed and assignments are shown in italics if they cannot be unabiguously ascribed to one parent.R D

coincident with their antecedent parent ions. This thought of as a two-dimensional label for MS–MS
coincidence can be used as a label for fragments that studies.
are associated with the same parents [20]. We have It is worthwhile to note here that the injected ion
already demonstrated that it is possible to examine mobility instrument used in this study has much
fragmentation patterns for dozens of parent ions in better sensitivity than the high-resolution ion mobili-
parallel [22]. The initial LC separation extends this ty instrument we used in the previous work [23,24]
approach to significantly more complex mixtures; in so we could have enough sensitivity to get CID
effect, the t [t ] values for a specific ion can be dataset in a single LC run. From a preliminaryR D
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analysis of the data presented here, we conservative- pressure drift tubes [37–39], and recently fragmenta-
ly estimate that|20% of ions (in the parent ion tion at the exit of a high-pressure instrument has
distribution) exhibit a significant level of fragmenta- been reported [40]. The advantages associated with
tion (in the fragment ion distribution). From other the very fast gas-phase separation, combined with
work in our laboratory [22] (and work from other the idea that ions can be dispersed (rather than
groups [32]) it is clear other ions can be broken apart discarded in a filtering process) to allow collision-
by using different ion-neutral collision conditions induced dissociation to be carried out in a parallel
(another recent approach involves the use of surface fashion become even more important as mixture
induced dissociation. For a discussion see Ref. [33]). complexity increases. We are currently working on
We are currently developing a data acquisition applying this technique for the urinary proteome
system that allows the acceleration potential to be [41].
varied during the acquisition oft (t ) windows inD F

order to increase the number of different ions that
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